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Problems are still unsolved!!
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Cybercars

- automated road vehicles
- provide on-demand and door-to-door service
- mostly small-sized
- energy efficient
Cybercars

*pictures from www.cybercars.org*
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- promising solution to urban transportation challenges
- formed by a fleet of cybercars
- high flexibility and reactivity
- emerged in Europe and first used at Schipol airport
- projects including **CyberCars**, **CyberMove** and **CyberCars-2, CityMobil**
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**Opportunity**
automated driving technology has been well developed

**Challenge**
lack of efficient cooperation strategy
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variety

- collision avoidance
- platoon merge and split
- dynamic routing
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- explore specific case, i.e., dynamic routing problem
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Set up

- dedicated roads network
- cybercars are free to make its desired route choices
- traffic densities in all roads decide velocities
- energy consumption depend on velocities and variation of velocities
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Objectives

- minimizing total time spent (TTS)
- minimizing total energy consumption (TEC)
Model predictive control (MPC)

*figure from Ph.D thesis of L.D. Baskar*
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### Centralized control
- desired solution of distributed control

### Distributed Control
- decomposing the problem
- extending existing distributed control methods
- developing new distributed control methods
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